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ln rabbits, black fir is dominant to white fu. A homozygous dominant male is mated with a heterozygous
female. What are the genotypes of the parents? (malce a Punnett square)
Genotype of Parent

1:

Genotype of Parent 2:

List the probability of having black fur in this cross:
List the probability of having white fir in this cross:

ln humans, free-ear lobes are dominant to attached ear lobes. Two parents that are both heterozygous free are
gxpecting a child. What are the genotypes of the parents? What are the phenotypes and genotypes of tle possible
offspring? (make a Ptmnett square)

Genotype of Parent 1:
Genotype of Parent 2:
Phenotype of offspring:

Genoffie of offspring:

in fruit flies, red eyes are dominant over white eyes. A homozygous dominant maie is mated with
homozygous recessive female. What are the genotypes of the parents? (maice a Punnett square)
Genotype of Farent

a

1:

Genotype of Parent 2:

List the probability of having red eyes in this cross:
List the probabiiit5, of having wirite eyes in this cross:

Black hair is homozygous dominant. Brown hair is heterozygous. Blonde hair is homozygous recessive. (This
is an exampie of incomplete dominance.) A woman with brown hair marries a man with brov'n hair. What are
the possibie outcomes for their kids?

\i&at

are the genotypes of the parents? {make a Punnett square)

Genotype of Parent

1:

Genotype of Parent 2'.
[-ist the probability of having biack hair in this cross:
List the probabiiity of having brown hair in this cross:

-

List the probabiiity of having blonde hair in this cross:

.{
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Skills
ii{i.ii: Using Punnett Squares: Practicing
SELECT=D TRAITS IN CATS

Recessive Allele

Dominant Allele

Trait

Long hair

Short hair

Coat length

(h)

(H)

\$*
Tabby

Tabby stripes

(t)

(r)

li

l

Lfu
Colorpoint (markings
on nose, ears, paws,
and tail)

t:

Normal

(no coiorpoint)

(N)

Shou, the results of the following crosses using Punnett squares and the

iniormation in the accompanying figure'
1. Hetero4gous short-hair
heterozYgous short-hair

X

GenotYPic ratio:
PhenotYPic ratio:

2. Heterozygous tabbY X striPeiess

GenotyPic ratio:
PhenotYPic ratio:

3. Coiorpoint X homozygous normal

GenotyPic ratio:
PhenotYPic ratio:

tl

Class

PUNNVETT SQUEtsE

AgffiV[TY

Gopy the Punnett Square.

Fill in the Punnett Square.
What are the pheno$rpes for the offspring?
What are the genotypes for the offspring?

Blue feet are dominant to pink feet.
fi= Blue feet.
s = pink feet.

PUNNflTT SQUAtsf, ASTIVITV
Gopy the Punnett Square.

Fill in the Punnett Square.
lYhat are the phenofirpic ratios for the offspring?
What are the genotypic ratios for the offspring?
AA
a

a

ffi

Unattached ear lobes are dominant to attached ear lobes.
A = Unattached ear lobe.
a = Attached ear lobe

Hour

.!

Neme:

Date:

Class

Hour

P{JNNETT SSUA&fl AGTIVITY
One horse carries homozygous, cremello color traits (bb), and
its mate carries homozygous, chestnut color traits (BB). A third
trait, palornino cotor, is the heterozygous condition (Bb). Use
Punnett squares to determine'ALL the possible crosses

between all the possible phenotypes.

IYhat are the phenotXtpes for ALL of the offspring?
What are the genotyrpes for ALL of the offspring?

List the genotype for as many individuals as possible.

Extra Problems

List the genotype for all individuals

<1--

This is a pair of twins. Explain how one sibling can have one

--- -

Shade in

if

aPProPriate.

trait and the other sibling another.

the shaded trait dominant or recessive?
b. How do you know? Explain your reasoning and circle the section of the pedigree that supports your answer.
ls

c. How many generations are shown?

d. List the genotype for as many individuals as possible.
.

ldentify specific genotype combinations
for this couple. Something like this: if the
(genotype) then the mom
dad was _
(genotype)
would have to be _

